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As with its namesake, there is an ethereal quality to Villa Angel, a contemporary and stylish retreat in
Vitet. Cooling Caribbean breezes waft through the luxury rental property, and everything is dappled in
warm sunlight. The refined, well-crafted details throughout the smartly designed home form a sublime
backdrop for the large collection of original works by famous artists that hangs throughout. Views over
the Grand Fond area complete the picture.

With its generous size and equitable layout, Villa Angel is well suited to extended families or groups of
friends traveling together - and whatever the reason. The concierge can personalize unforgettable
experiences. Above all, there is an abundant feeling of space, both indoors and in the outdoor areas.
Even the swimming pool is large, and it comes heated and with a kids' basin.

Most of Villa Angel spreads out across one level, with the four bedrooms around the ample living area.
This space is cooled by the ocean breezes and several ceiling fans. On one side there is a large sectional
sofa in front of the US-satellite-equipped TV, and on the other is a professional-grade kitchen with a
breakfast bar (plus additional kitchen space in the back). In the middle, there is a dining table that seats
12 people.

Each of the four bedrooms on this level has a European king-size bed, US satellite TV, and ensuite
bathroom with an indoor and an outdoor shower. The master bedroom occupies its own bungalow at the
end of the swimming pool and can be accessed from the terrace. It has all the amenities of the others, as
well as a small office. The sixth bedroom is in a separate bungalow and may be best suited to staff or
teenagers. It has a kitchenette with a refrigerator, a European king-size bed that can be made up as
twins, a private garden terrace, and an ensuite bathroom with a shower.

The outdoor area has ample seating in the sun and in the shade.

Exclusive Top Villas Perks

Complimentary extras included when you book direct with us:

Meet and greet at the airport
Free return airport transfers for 6 persons, (Min. spend of $5,000 to qualify.)
Free return airport transfers for 12 persons, (Min. spend of $10,000 to qualify.)
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